Daily Surface Wind FieldsProcluced by lVIerged Satellite Data
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Scatterometers and radiometers on several polar-orbiting satellites routinely
procluce oceanic surface wincl fielcl clata. For this study, we merged the NASA
scatterometer (NSCA T) data with scatterometer data from the European Remote
Sensing (ERS) satellite 2, and the wind speeds l'rom two of the Special Sensor
Micro'vvave/lmagers (SSMII) and producecl daily 10 latitude by 10 longitude
gridded wind fields over the global ocean for September 1996 through June
1997. This time periocl coincides with the lifetime of the NSCAT aboard
ADEOS-J. We created these wind fields by utilizing the Kriging technique with
its associated variograms, which consider both space and time wind vector
structures. The resulting daily wind fields, when compared with moored-buoy
wind speed and direction measurements, resulted in a root-mean-square (l'ms)
difference of less than 1.5 mis. No significant difference was found between
statistical parameters estimated over the equatorial zone and middle latitudes. To
investigate the global pattems of these new satellite wind fields, comparisons
with the National Envirol1mental Prediction Center's (NCEP) re-analysis products have been carried out. The satellite data and the NCEP products have a
similar statistical error structure, but the merged wind fields provide complete
coverage at much higher spatial resolution. Accurate surface wind speed
estimates are an important factor in determining the velocity and magnitude of
air-sea gas exchange.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper studies and analyzes the global gridded wind
field calculations derived from satellite wind observations.
Three instruments that pro vide estimates of surface winds
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over the global oceans at dirrerent scales are used: the
scatterometer mounted on the European Remote Sensing
(ERS) satellite; the NASA scatterometer (NSCAT) on
board the Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS-l);
and the Special Sensor Microwave/lmager (SSM/I)
deployed on board the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) satellites F 10, FIl, F 13, and F 14. These
satellites are in sun-synchronous orbits at about 800-km
height with 98° inclination.
Gridded surface wind parameter estimates, including
wind vectors, stresses, curl, and divergence, have been
made available since August 1991 l'rom ERS-l and ERS-2
scatterometers, and between September 1996 and June
1997 From NSCAT. These gridded wind fields have been
used extensively in global wind stuelies [BentClI/I)' el al.,
1998] and in ocean model forcing [Grima et al., 1999].
Such studies, performed for the tropical Pacific area, inclicate that the scatterometer griclelecl wi nel fields compare
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Figure 1. Locations of NDBC (circle), TAO (square), and ODAS (diamond) buoys.
quite weil with averaged wind speed and direction estimated from buoy measurements. For instance, the rootmean-square (rms) errors of wind parameters indicate that
the statistical differences between weekly buoy and ERS-l
scatterometer wind estimates are about 0.90 mis for wind
speed, 1.50 mis for the zonal wind component, and
1.60 mis for the meridional component. Furthermore, the
results obtained t'rom experiments forcing an ocean mode!
with gridded scatterometer wind fields show that the
correlations estimated from the thermocline ERS-l
simulation and l'rom buoy measurements are statistically
significant, and their mean value is greater than 0.70.
BOlltin el al. [1999] verit'y that satellite derived wind
observations can provide quality estimates of the global
ocean wind fields, especially as they relate to air-sea gas
exchange studies.
This research investigates the improvement of the tempont! resolution and the accuracy of gridded wind fields
calculated by merging ERS-2, NSCAT, and SSMII wind
observations. Since it is weil known that surface wind
speed is an important variable for estimating gas transfer
velocity [yi!a/l/linkhoj; 1992], this work may also help
improve regional and global estimates of air-sea gas fluxes.
This paper is organized into two parts. Section 2 deals
with data used in this study and briefly describes the objective method used for global wind analysis. The effects of
sampling errors due to the polar satellite-sampling scheme
is investigated ancl results are providecl. Some examples of
resultant wincl fields are shown. Section 3 deals with the
estimation of the accuracy of scatterometer wind fields. An
objective evaluation of the study's success will be a com-

parison of our satellite estimates to surface winds derived
from moored buoy measurements.
2. DATA AND METHODS
2.1 Satellite \Vind Observations

The daily wind fields are calculated t'rom ERS-2 and
NSCAT scatterometers and SSM/I wind observations. The
calculation is pert'ormed during the NSCAT period
September 16, 1996 to June 29, 1997. The scalterometers
provide near-surface wind vectors (wind speed and direction at 10-m height) over the global oceans with a spatial
resolution of 50 x 50 and 25 x 25 km 2, respectively, over a
swath of 500-km width for ERS-2, and two swaths of
600 km each for NSCA T. SSM/I allows the estimation of
surface wind speed with a spatial reso[ution of 25 km over
a swath of 1400-km width. The number of ERS-2, NSCAT,
and SSM/I orbits are about 14.3 per day each. They cover
the global oceans within two to three days. Furthermore,
the ERS scalterometer makes about 79,500 wi nd observations per day, .NSCAT makes 190,000, while the SSMII
makes about 420,000.
The accuracy of ERS ancl NSCAT retrieval wind speeds
and direction and SSM/I wincl speecIs were determined
through a comparison with buoy wind measurements
[QlIill'en el al., 1994; Crabe,. et al., 1996; Crabe,. el al.,
1997; Bentalll)' el al., 1999]. Three buoy networks were
used to estimate the qualily of the retrievee! scatterometer
wine! vectors (Figure 1): the National Data Buoy Center
(NDBC) buoys off the U.S. Atlantic, Pacifie, ane! Gulf
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Figure 2_ Scallcrplols of collocalcd \Vinci speecls derivcd from buoy mcasurcmcnls (NDBC, TAO, ancl ODAS) ancl
l'rom scallcromclcr observations (SSM/I. ERS-l, ancl NSCAT).

coasts maintained by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Aclministration (NOAA); the Tropical Atmosphere
Ocean (TAO) buoys locatecl in the tropical Pacific Ocean
and maintainecl by NOAA's Pacific Marine Environmental
Laboratory (PMEL); ancl the European buoys off European
coasts callecl ODAS and maintainccl by the Unitecl
Kingclom's Meteorological Office (UKMet) ancl MeteoFrance. The calculation of buoy wincl speecl at lO-m height
in neutral conclitions is performecl using the Liu-KatsarosBusinger (LKB) moclel [Lill et al., 1979]. For the three
networks, only hourly buoy wincl speecl and clirection
estimates are used in the scatterometer/buoy wincl comparisons.
The results obtainecl by Craber et al. [1996] inclicatecl
that the ERS-l scatterometer wincl speeds are biasecl low
comparecl to buoy wincls. The bias values derived from
ERS-lINDBC and from ERS-liT AO comparisons are
0.30 mis ancl 1 mis, respectively. The corresponding rms
values are L 13 mis ancl L38 m/s_ The comparisons
between wincl clirection retrieved From the ERS-l
scatterometer ancl measured by buoys proviclecl an rms eITor
of 24° for both buoy networks. Using similar collocation
proceclures, Craber et al. [1997] showecl that the cIifference
between NDBC and NSCAT wincl speecls has mean ancl
l'ms values of 0.14 mis ancl 1.22 mis, respectively. For the
NSCAT wincl clirection, the rms error is about 24°. The

results inferrecl From NSCAT/T AO comparisons rCaruso et
al., 1999] indicatecl that for wincl speecI the bias is very
low, and the rms clifference is about L55 mis, while for
wincl clirection, the l'ms difference is about 20°. The results
obtainecl Ji'om the ERS-2 scatterometer/buoy comparisons
are quite similar to those obtainecl for ERS-l, except that
the overall bias of ERS-2 scatterometer wincl speecl is
higher [Quilfen et al., 1999]. The accuracy of SSM/I wincI
estimates is testecl by comparing with NDBC [Coodberlet
et al., 1989] and TAO [Halpern, 1993; Benta/lly et al.,
1999] buoy wincl measurements. The results indicate that
for most wincl ranges, the bias between SSM/I ancl buoy
wincl speecl is low, but it is high for low wincl speecl
(<3 mis). The standard cleviation of the clifference is
<2 mis.
Figure 2 shows scatler plots of a comparison of SSM/I,
ERS-2, ancl NSCAT wind speecls with buoy wincls at 10 m
for NDBC, TAO, ancl ODAS buoys. Most of the statistical
parameters proviclecl within each figure are quite similar to
those obtainecl l'rom previous stuclies citecl above. However,
the bias on ERS-2 ancl SSM/I wincl speecls are significant
ancl require correction. To enhance the statistical significance of the retrievecl ERS-I/2 scatterometer wincl spcecls,
a collocatecl data set between ERS-I/2 ancl NDBC buoy
measurements was generatecl. Ali val ici ERS-I/2 scatterometer measurements obtainecl within 1 ho ur ancl 50 km
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where l~ is the structure function providing the spatial and
temporal behavior of the variable to be estimatecl. The estimation of r is obtained l'rom the ERS-l scallerometer wincl
speed, zonal component, and meridional component observations. The variable Sri) represents a regionalized variable
and is considered as determinisLic. Ils values are inferred
l'rom SSM/I corrected wind speed estimates. Over an ocean
basin, scatterometer and SSM/I winds are assumed to be
related by: E(V(i)) = ao + bo Sri). V is the scatterometer
wind variable, E( ) inclicates the first moment, and ao and bo
are constant. Furthermore, the Kriging method provides an
expression for variance error, namecl the Kriging error.
In practice, the calculation of merged satellite griddecl
wind fields using the Kriging method is based on the
(1) following items:
VIS/IIi !'(TB)-I- f(WV)
(1) The remotely sensed wind products, ineluding backscatter
measurements, brightness temperatures, and rewhere T/J and WV indicate brightness temperature and water
trieved wind vectors, extracted t'rom the Centre ERS
vapor content, respectively. The global analysis of wind
d'Archivage et de Traitment (CERSAT)/WiNd Fielcl
direction is performed l'rom the standard ERS-2 and
(WNF) clatabase. Only validatecl clata, according to stanNSCAT wind directions.
dard quality controls, are used.
(2) At each ERS-l/2 scatterometer cell (50 km), a new
2.2 Objective Met/lOd
wind speed is estimated t'rom the three backscatter coefficients using the new C-band model function. In this stucly,
The details of the gridded wind field calculations From
the wind direction selectecl by the operational algorithm
remotely-sensed wind observations are provided by
(WNF
or NSCAT) is chosen. However, for low wind
Bel1tal7l)' et al. [1996, 1999]. Briefly, the radar and radiconditions,
a comparison between each scatterometer wincl
ometer wind observations are objectively analyzed using a
direction
solution
and European Centre for Medium Range
method based on the Kriging approach [Wackernagel,
Weather
Forecasts
(ECMWF) wind direction, interpolated
0
1995]. At each grid point of 1 x lOin longitude and latiin
space
and
time
on
the scatterometer cell, is perfonned.
tude, the estimation of the claily wind vector is obtained
The
c10sest
scatterometer
wind direction t'rom ECMWF is
consistently by interpolation of wind speeds, zonal composelected.
The
zonal
and
meridional
wind components are
nents, and meridional components. For each variable, the
estimated
l'rom
scatterometer
wind
speed
and direction.
method determines an estimator at each gricl point, Xo,
(3)
At
each
SSMII
cell,
lO-m
surface
wincl speecl is
using Il observations at point X;:
estimated in the absence ofrain, using equation (1).
(4) The world oceans are divicled into boxes with constant
N
N
grid
spacing in latitude and longitude. In this study, the
(2)
Û=
V(X;), ~2\;"""'\À=1
__d
1
spatial resolution is 10 x lOin latitude and longitude. Ail
;=1
;=1
available scatterometer wind observations at nearly the
same time (Jess than 1 hour) are averagecl arithl11etically in
where V stands for wind specd, zonal component, or the
each box. Sil11ilar averaging computation is donc for SSMII
meridional component estimator; V(X,) are the scatwincls.
terometer observations at X;, and X; represents spatial and
(5) At each grid point, the cleterl11ination of a neighbortemporal coordinates. The weights A; are determined as the
hoocl containing the scatterometer clata usecl to estimate
minimum of the linear system named Kriging:
wincl vectors (wincl speecl, zonal, ancl meridional compo"
nents) is performed. It is quite a sensitive step. lndeecl, due
- i.>;ru, j) + r(j,O) - Tl -- T 2 SU) + Àja2 = 0
to the highly irregular spatial and temporal arrangement
;=1
ancl the density of the scatterometer wincl observations, the
determination of a local neighborhoocl is not straight(3)
j = 1, Il
forwarcl. The neighborhoocl is cletermined as successive.
circles centered on the grid point. The raclius of these
"
circles correspond to the variogram parameters. The maxiLl;S(i) = S(O)
;=1
mum number of observations in a gricl point neighborhoocl
l'rom buoy measurements during the periml March 1992November 1998 were used to derive a new version of the
ERS C-band model [Bellta/ll)' el al., 1994], which minimizes the bias seen in Figure 2. The latter is used to
retrieve ERS-l/2 scatlerometer wind speed observations
l'rom measured backscatter coefficients. For SSM/I, the
method clevelopecl by Benta/ll)' et al. [1999] is used to
improve SSM/I wind speecl estimates with respect to buoy
comparisons. Bence, the ERS-2, NSCAT, and SSM/I
merged gridded wind fields are caleulated l'rom the ERS-2
and SSM/I corrected wind speeds. SSM/I wincl speed
(V.'SIIl;) is calculated over each SSM/I cell (25 km) using the
following formula:

LÀ;
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Table 1. Comparison or avcragccl daily wind spccd and direction estimaled l'wm NDBC, TAO, and ODAS buoy
ll1casurerncnts and l'rom SSMII, ERS-2, and NSCAT \Vinci observations.
Wind Direction

Wind Spccd
___ ~t.l.~Set

Buoy Wincl Spccd
____ Range (11l/~L___

NDBC/Satellitc
TAO/Satellite

0-24
0-20

Bias
Lcngth
3932
13427

Rms

Correlation

--,(:.:111::..:/s::.é)_~(.,-,I1l,,-/
·
':.:c),----.:::c::..:.o:..::crri
s
c ien t

-0.15
0.04
-0.89

is 1200. This data set is then sortecl by time, ancl for each
hour the closest scatterometer observations from the gricl
point are usecl l~)r wincl vector estimation.
J. SATELLITE/BUOY AVERAGED WIND
COMP ARISONS
For each day (September 16, 1996-June 29, 1997), me an
values of buoy wincl speed and zonal and meridional components are computed arithmetically. Daily means are
computed for ail NSCAT periods for which at least 12 hour
buoy measurements are collectecl. For each averaging
period, the closest scatterometer grid point (1 ° x 1°) to
each buoy location is selected. Therefore, a collocatecl clata
set between scatterometer-gridded wind fields (averaging
objective method) ancl buoy-averaged wincls are performed
for NDBC, TAO, and ODAS buoy networks. Results are
then compared using standard statistics.
Table 1 provicles the main statistical parameters characterizing wincl speecl and direction comparisons. The wind
speed correlation coeftïcients range from 0.82 to 0.90 and
inclicate a goocl consistency between satellite ancl buoyaveragecl winds. The rms values of the differences of buoysatellite wind speecls cio not exceecl 1.80 m/s over NDBC
ancl TAO networks. Results derivecl l'rom ODAS/satellite
comparisons show a higher bias and rms values of 0.89 mis
and 2.56 mis, respectively. The latter are mainly clue to
very l'ew comparison data points, and to the high wind
variability in the ODAS area (Figure 1). Furthermore, the
statistics calculatecl by several meteorological centers
(ECMWF, Commission on Marine Meteorology, UKMet)
inclicate that ODAS buoy wind speeds tend to be
unclerestimatecl accorcling to meteorological wincl analysis
(see ftp://ftp.shom.fr/meteo/qc-stats, site maintained by P.
Blouch).
In the NDBC area, buoy and mergecl satellite wincl speeds
agree quite closely (slope of 0.96, with intercept 0.41) after
the linear regression fit. Comparisons between buoy ancl
satellite wincls in the tropical Pacific Ocean give a reg ression line slope of about 0.80, suggesting an overestimation
of low wincl speecl and underestimation of high wind speed
by the mergecl satellite wincl fields comparecl to TAO
wincls. The scatterometer wind fields are consistently high

1.79
1.61

0.90
0.88
0.82

---SI opc_

Intcrccpt

0.96
0.81
0.90

OAI
IAO

1.71

Bias
(dcg)

(deg)

Stcl

5
3
2

25
23
30

comparecl to the ODAS weekly-averaged wincl speecls.
Inspection of the calculation of the statistical parameters
basecl on the buoy wincl speecl ranges (not shown) inclicates
that their values are increased by some outlier points at low
and high wind speeds.
For wind direction, no systematie bias is round, ancl the
overall bias and stanclarcl cleviation about the mean angular
clifference are less than 5° ancl 30°, respectively. These
results are consistent with the calibration/validation of the
scatterometers against buoy [Craber et al., 1996, 1997;
Caruso et al., 1999). For instance, in the tropical Pacifie
area where the wind direction is quite steacly, the stanclard
deviation calculated for buoy wind speeds higher than
5 m/s does not exceecl 17°.
The agreement between scatterometer and buoy-averagecl
wincl fields was investigatecl through time series comparisons with the NDBC, TAO, and ODAS buoy arrays.
Figure J shows examples of daily averaged time series of
wind speed at l'ive buoy locations, representing various
latitudes, in the NDBC array. The comparisons indicate
that the matchups are strongly correlated, and their
geographical fealures compare weil. For instance, the
correlation coefficient is greater than 0.80 at ail locations.
The lowest correlation values, varying between 0.80 and
0.89, are found in the TAO array. At TAO locations 95°Wo ancl 95°W _2°N, the clifference between buoy and
scatterometer wind speeds is consistent, and the bias
reaches 1 mis. Severa! error sources can explain the
discrepancies between scatterometer ancl TAO wincls. For
instance, since the scatterometer measures wincls relative to
the moving ocean surface, if the current is in the same
direction as the wincl, the scatterometer winds tend to be
lower th an buoy estimates of surface wincl, relative to the
solid earth. In the ODAS array, scatterometer averagecl
wincl speecls are consistently higher them buoy estimates.
However, we notice that the bias between buoys and
scatterometers tends to be large between October ancl
December 1996. During this periocl, the correlation coefficient is only about 0.69, which is 22% smaller than for the
whole perioc!. The comparisons between NDBC ancl
scatterometer averagecl wincl speecl time series cloes not
exhibit any systematic bias. At some locations, such as
l57.8°W-17.2° (Figure 3a) and 177.7°W-57°N) (Figure
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Figure 3. Time series of the daily averaged wind speed derived from merged satellite winds (red line) and from NDBC
bllOyS (green line) al five NDBC locations.

3e), we fOllJ1d a seasonally-related data bias. The bias tends
to be slightly positive in winter ancl negative in SllI1lmer.
This variation may be relatecl to the clepenclence of the wincl
speecl residuals on buoy wincl speecl ranges.
A comparison of hourly wincls l'rom the mergecl satellite
data with preclictions l'rom the NCEP re-analysis indicated
good overall agreement. I-Iowever, significant regional differences are apparent, particularly in the southern oceans
(not shown).
CONCLUSIONS
l3y merging NSCAT data with scatterometer data l'rom
the ERS-2 satellite, and the wincl speecls l'rom two SSM/Is,
we have proclucecl daily 10 latitude by 10 longitude gricldecl
wind fields over the global ocean for September 1996
through June 1997. The overall accuracy of the merged

wind fields is excellent. Biases are <0.7 mis, rms and on the
orcier of 2 mis. When comparecl to moorecl buoy wind
speed and direction measurements, our data have a rms
clifference of <1.5 mis. No significant difference was fOllJ1d
between statistical parameters estimated over the equatorial
zone and miclclle latitucles. Comparisons with NCEP's reanalysis products revealed that our mergecl satellite clata
and the NCEP proclucts have similar statistical error
structure, but the mergecl wind fields pro vide complete
coverage at much higher spatial resolution. With the
addition of QuikSCAT in 1999 and other satellites
schecluled for launch soon, satellite c.1erived glubal ocean
wind fields will continue to be available to produce these
types of daily wind field maps in the foreseeable future.
Since accurate surface wincl speed estimates are an
important factor in cletermining the velocity and magnitude
of air-sea gas exchange, our research may also help
improve regional and global estimates of air-sea gas fluxes.

BFNTAIVIY III' AL. :W)

/lckI/O\\'lcdgll/l'Ills. Tlic ERS-2 data \Vcre ohtaincd l'rom
CERSAT, SSM/I data l'rolll Relllotc Scnsing Systellls, Ine., and
NSCI\T data J'rom the Jet Propulsion Laboratory l'acility. 'l'he
\Vork \Vas sllpportcd in part by NASA grant UPN261-75 lu K.13.
Kalsaros.
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